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It doesn’t take algorithms or high-tech research methods to realize that athletes keep getting
bigger. All you need is a working set of eyes.

  

Watch video footage from decades up to the 1990s and the evidence is rampant: Pitchers
appear as wide as matchsticks, shooting guards are as narrow as exclamation points, and a fair
percentage of NHL centers seem capable of fitting into the goal without ducking. Even football
players look like mere mortals when compared to today’s behemoths.      

  

Changes in diet and increased attention to weight training are two of the reasons for the size
increases; legal supplements and illegal performance enhancers are among the others.
Regardless of the methods, the end result is clear: While the real estate boom may be kaput,
the athlete-size expansion is still underway.

  

But while heights and weights and muscle mass rose like a NASA blast-off, there was still one
sport that remained tilted toward the little athlete. High school wrestling. With eight of the 14
weight classes weighing in at a decidedly un-gargantuan 145 pounds or less, smaller
competitors determined a large share of their team’s fortunes.

  

That will change slightly this season.

  

Due to a rules change initiated by the National Federation of State High School Associations
Wrestling Rules Committee and approved by the organization’s board of directors, weight
classes will get an upward tick in 2011-12. The lightest division rises from 103 to 106 pounds,
and there will now be five classes instead of four between 171 and 285 pounds.

  

Although the revision, which the NHFS said was the result of data analysis suggesting that
wrestlers were getting bigger, appears minimal, many Connecticut high school coaches aren’t
happy with the change.

  

“I haven’t talked to anybody who likes it,” said veteran Ridgefield head coach Gary Tiger. “It
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even hurts the top programs like Danbury, which has always been great at the lower weights. It
doesn’t serve a purpose for anyone in Connecticut as far as I can tell.”

  

“It’s hurting teams like us,” added Wilton head coach John Foldeak. “(The) 189 (weight division)
was already a problem weight for Wilton. The past five years we’ve only had one 189-pounder
with a winning record. It’s not where our strongest kids are.

  

“It kind of takes away what’s unique to our sport — it gives the little guys a chance,” continued
Foldeak.

  

Foldeak said that one FCIAC coach was already sending out a petition for other coaches to sign
in the hope of getting the national federation to reverse course.

  

“I guess it works out on paper, but it doesn’t work out in practice,” said Foldeak about the
weight-class tinkering. “We’re really hoping they switch it back next year, but who knows?”

  

According to the NHFS, a majority of state governing bodies for high school sports were in favor
of raising the weight classes. But for Tiger, Foldeak and other Connecticut coaches, the revision
is more problematic than beneficial.

  

“We get a lot of freshmen and sophomores who are smaller and can fill the lower weight
classes,” said Tiger, who worries that his team will have to forfeit at the three heaviest divisions
this season. “I don’t know. Maybe the rest of the country just has bigger kids than Connecticut
does.”

  

Despite the shift toward heavier competitors, high school wrestling will still be one of the last
bastions for the not-so-big-and-tall athlete to get some spotlight. Six of the 14 weight classes
are under 140 pounds, ensuring that smaller guys (and some girls) have a big say in whether
their team wins or loses dual meets.
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But with the trend toward larger athletes continuing, it’s possible the weight classes will keep
rising to accommodate more competitors. In a sport in which Popeye always had a place, he
may now need his spinach.
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